
Architecture design
produce interior  product

STUDIO  SEGRETO

and luxury interior 
complectatioan 

https://studiosegreto.com/


Our
specilization

Our company specializes in the 

creation of an architectural project 

with drawings and a complete set 

and produce special goods for 

interior and make delivery European 

brands.

From idea to project,
from project to reality.

https://youtu.be/Q2C_9JJRQo0


Renata Kats
Commercial director

Alexander Kats
Architect, designer
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Ostrinskiy Vladimir 
Chief Production Officer

Ostrinskiy Alexander
CEO



Our team
We ready to solve any task
in the architectural and
intrior design.

https://studiosegreto.com/
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Preparing of technical list
Measurements of the building
Layout agreement
Final furniture layout
3D visualiasation 
Technical drawings
Furniture and light specification

Design Project: 



We develop projects of heating,
ventilation and air conditioning and

drawing scheme



We develop the arrangement
of furniture according to the

rules of ergonomics



We develop an electrical project
according to European standards



Our partners are more than best 200 
European factories

Studio Segreto is an opportunity to make interior 
design, exclusively for you, used the world's leading 
manufacturers goods, without the additional markup 
of intermediaries. Professional experience in the field 
of interior design and repair, an informal attitude to 
the project as a result gives the result where each 
design decision is justified aesthetically and 
functionally for each element of the interior such as 
Furniture, Living Rooms, Bedrooms, Children's 
Rooms, Cabinets, Tables and chairs, Dressing rooms, 
Upholstered furniture, Kitchens, Bathroom 
furniture, Plumbing, accessories, security doors, 
secret Doors, Windows, Facade glazing, Wall panels, 
Sliding doors, concealed doors, Electrical fittings, 
Lighting, Tiles, Flooring and walls, table setting, 
Home decor….. design interiors



CESAR



Contemporary design kitchen
 with modern technology and high quality

materials





FROM IDEA TO PROJECT, FROM PROJECT TO REALITY...











FOLLOW US

TRUE SATISFACTION COMES FROM HAPPY CUSTOMERS!

https://www.facebook.com/brunello.it
https://www.facebook.com/kats.archi
https://www.instagram.com/brunellosalon_kiev/
https://www.instagram.com/kats.archi/


Thank you for
your attention!

Website

WWW.STUDIOSEGRETO.COM

Email: studiosegreto.com@gmail.com

Contact number

Italy +39 345 513 25 68

https://www.brunello.com.ua/?lang=en
https://kats.archi/
https://studiosegreto.com/



